Lunacy

[CREDITS ROLLING]

As the credits are rolling, we see the main character, JEREMY, progressing through a normal day.  He leaves for work, going to his office, looking quite depressed.  We see various scenes of him filing papers and typing and slamming his head against the desk/computer in desperation.  In one scene, we see ZACH walk into the office and starts laughing at Jeremy and pointing – clearly taunting him.  He leaves the office laughing.  Jeremy continues with the rest of his day, making various expressions of boredom and discontent.  Finally, as the credits come to a close, he begins the trip back home.

On his way home, Jeremy sees a sign that says “Have you seen me?”  with a stick-figure drawn on it.

[END CREDITS ROLLING]

[APARTMENT, INT. DAY]

As Jeremy is walking into his apartment, his roommate Brandon  is blindfolded holding a knife while his other roommate, Jill, is spinning Brandon around.

		JEREMY:
		Um, what's going on?

		JILL:
		Oh!  We're playing 'put the knife away.'  Wanna play?

As she is saying this, Brandon is approaching Jeremy and Jeremy is dodging him as he moves around.  Jeremy shakes his head – annoyed – and wanders back into his room.  He turns on his computer and starts to type.

		JEREMY:
		Guys, why is my keyboard sticky?

		JILL:
		No clue!

		BRANDON:
		Yea, uh, me either.

[FLASHBACK]

Brandon is sitting at the computer typing with a drink in his hands.  He starts to laugh and comes close to spilling his drink, but stops himself.  He then looks down at the keyboard.

		BRANDON:
		You thirsty buddy?

Brandon pours the drink onto the keyboard.

[END FLASHBACK]

		BRANDON:
		No clue.
		
Jeremy continues typing on the computer in an empty text document:

		JEREMY (typing):
		Dear Diary,

Jeremy erases the 'diary':

		JEREMY (typing):
		Dear non-girly diary,
		I can't take much more of this.  These people are driving me cr

As he is typing this, Brandon walks into the room waving a stick around his head.

		BRANDON:
		Don't get near me!  If you get near me, I can't be held responsible for my actions!
		
Jeremy looks menacingly at Brandon.  As he does this, Jill comes in from behind and gets taken out by the stick.  No mention is made of this – Brandon starts approaching.
Jeremy puts his head on his hand, visibly frustrated.  Just as Brandon is about to get close enough to hit him, he looks out the window and sees balloons.

		BRANDON:
		BALLOONS!

Brandon rushes out.
Jeremy rests back in his seat and and sighs heavily, staring at the ceiling.

[APARTMENT, INT. EARLY MORNING]

Jeremy is waking up to his alarm clock.  The camera slowly pans as he rolls over to reveal that Brandon is laying beside him, on top of the blanket.

		BRANDON:
		Morning buddy.

		JEREMY:
		Good mo-

Jeremy flips out and jumps out of the bed angrily.  He looks like he's about to say something, but instead he storms away grumpily.  And begins getting ready for his day.

As Jeremy is brushing his teeth, he hears faint voices in the background.  He shrugs it off and gets ready to go to work.  As he's walking out, he says Brandon and Jill – Brandon in full business attire reading a newspaper (preferably with a corn-cob pipe), and Jill in an apron.  Jill waves extravagantly.

		JILL:
		Byyeeee.

Jeremy leaves and begins crossing the bridge.  As he is crossing, Brandon and Jill have somehow managed to get there before him.  He looks back, confused, and then approaches.  Jill looks like she may be thinking of jumping.

		BRANDON:
		Don't jump!  Please don't jump!

		JILL:
		I can't live without your love!

		BRANDON:
		It's not worth it!  I'm not worth it!

		JILL:
		But I need you!

Jeremy sighs deeply and walks past Brandon toward Jill.

		JEREMY (calmly):
		Stop.

		JILL:
		You don't understand!  You never understand me!

		JEREMY:
		You're a lesbian, and you don't even like Brandon.  Remember?

		JILL:
		...Oh, right.

Jill looks over to Brandon.

		JILL:
		Hey, Brandon!  I don't have to kill myself!

		BRANDON:
		Neat!

The two skip off back toward the apartment, hand in hand.  Jeremy, again, looks agitated, but he continues going to work silently.  As he walks, he hears voices, but again shrugs them off.

[WORK, INT. DAY]

		ZACH:
		Hey there, buddy.

		JEREMY:
		Hey boss.

		ZACH:
		You're fired.

		JEREMY:
		...Beg your pardon?
		
		ZACH:
		Fired.  You.  Out.  Itte o kudasai.

		JEREMY (surprised):
		Why?!

		ZACH:
		You're ugly.

		JEREMY:
		Say what?

		ZACH:
		And you smell like feet.

Jeremy smells himself.

		JEREMY:
		I do not!

		ZACH:
		Listen, we can argue all day about who smells like what, but only one of us is going to have a job in the end.

Zach smacks Jeremy.

		JEREMY:
		Ow!

Zach smacks him again.

		JEREMY:
		Stop that!

		ZACH:
		Go on now, Git!

Zach keeps smacking Jeremy and screaming “Git.”  Jeremy runs out of the office.  On his way out of the building, he gets a cell phone call.

		JEREMY:
		Hey Sally, how's it going? ...  What do you mean you're leaving me?  I do not smell like – hello?  Hello?!  Did you just hang up on me?!  Damn it!

Jeremy slumps down in front of the building and stares off into space, depressed.  He starts to hear voices and looks around but can't see anything.  The 'stick man' flashes in front of his face, and starts to look worried.  Eventually, the symptoms subside and he starts to go home.

[APARTMENT, INT. DAY]

As Jeremy walks in, Brandon and Jill are standing in the living room – Jill in the back carrying a boombox.  The song that is playing is Paula Cole's “Where Have All the Cowboys Gone” - Jill is dancing and Brandon is lipsinking.
Jeremy stares at the two for a moment before walking into his room.  As he hears the music and stares off into space, he starts to slowly hear voices and see the stick man.
He soon snaps and runs out of the room, beating Brandon.  Brandon and Jill barely escape.
Jeremy crawls up in a corner and starts cackling maniacally.

[DARK ROOM, INT. NIGHT]

One man, DANIEL, is sitting down in a table, darkness shrouding his face.  Another man, HENCHMAN,  sits across from him.

		HENCHMAN:
		It's happened, sir.

		DANIEL:
		They've finally put Veronica Mars back on the air?

		HENCHMAN (pauses):
		No.  Well, yes.  But that's not what I meant.

		DANIEL:
		Oh?

		HENCHMAN:
		It's about Jeremy, sir.  He's finally... snapped.

		DANIEL (pauses):
		Perfect.  You are dismissed.

As the henchman leaves, we see a TV (or computer) come on with the first new episode of Veronica Mars playing in the background.

		DANIEL:
		...Perfect.

[APARTMENT, INT. DAY] – 1 Week Later

Jeremy is still sitting in the corner, rocking back and forth.  Now, though, he is wearing a silly hat and eating a lollipop.  Zach knocks on the door, looking for Jeremy.  He discovers the door is unlocked and walks in.

		ZACH:
		Where have you been?  You haven't been to work in nearly a week.

Jeremy does not look up, but instead starts muttering “You're fired” over and over.

		ZACH:
		Oh jeez, Jeremy.  That was a joke.  Except for the smelling like feet part.  That was real.  I mean it.

Zach looks very stern.
Jeremy gives Zach a crazed look.  He then pounces on Zach, beating him to death with the lollipop.  He continues eating the lollipop even though it's covered in blood (strawberry syrup?).  He sees a picture of Brandon and puts the lollipop away, leaving the apartment.

[CLOSET, INT. DAY]

Brandon and Jill are hiding in a closet.

		BRANDON:
		Jeremy's going to murder us if he finds us.

		JILL:
		Wonder why.

Jill pops gum in Brandon's face.

		BRANDON:
		It's time we fought back.

The two leave the closet and we see that they've been in the apartment the entire time.  They begin to “gear up”, outfitting themselves with a host of ridiculous weapons.  Each puts on a matching bandana and heads out.

[STREETS, EXT. DAY]

The two move throughout town commando-style, making hand gestures to each other as signals.  As Brandon turns a corner, Jeremy drop-kicks him.  After a minute of writhing around in pain, Jeremy starts getting up to confront Jill.  Brandon is still on the ground, presumably dead.
Jill drops her weapons and begins shaking in fear.

		JILL:
		Ohmigod ohmigod, please don't kill me.

Jeremy continues approaching.

		JILL:
		You have to stop this.

Jeremy does not slow down.

		JILL:
		Remember all the good times we had!

As Jeremy rushes, Jill shows him a picture of her putting him in a headlock.  This stops Jeremy in his tracks as he reflects upon all the things they've done (with flashbacks, if there's time).
Jeremy stops looking crazy and instead looks angry.

		JILL:
		Jeremy, you're ok again!

Jill hugs Jeremy.  After a little bit, Jill looks like she's in pain.

		JILL:
		Ow.

Jill falls down dead.  Standing with a knife, we see Daniel.

		DANIEL:
		What a shame.  I was hoping you would stay crazy forever.

		JEREMY:
		What's going on?

		DANIEL:
		I thought living with these two would ruin your life, but it looks like I'm just going to have to kill you instead.

		JEREMY:
		Mmmm, why?

		DANIEL:
		...you don't remember?

		JEREMY:
		...nope.

		DANIEL:
		...you don't even know who I am, do you?

		JEREMY:
		Can't say that I do.

		DANIEL:
		Twin brother.

		JEREMY:
		Beg your pardon?

		JEREMY:
		I'm your twin brother!

		JEREMY:
		Really?  I don't see it.

		DANIEL:
		You're messing with me.

		JEREMY:
		No, no.

		DANIEL:
		Huh.  So I really have to explain why I'm going to kill you.

		JEREMY:
		Please.

		DANIEL:
		It's a little long.  You might want to get a snack.

Jeremy pulls the bloody lollipop out of his pocket.

		JEREMY:
		Ready.

		DANIEL:
		It was a quiet day, and I was watching Gilmore Girls.

We flash forward to various points in the conversation as Jeremy is saying ridiculous things.  At the very end, the ground is littered with lollipop wrappers.

		DANIEL:
		And that's why I have to exact revenge upon you.

		JEREMY:
		Huh.  Yea, I can see that.

		DANIEL:
		And now it's time for you to die!

Daniel assaults Jeremy with the knife, and as he's closing in, Jill and Brandon come up from behind to stop Daniel.  At the end of the scuffle, Daniel ends up knifing himself.

		JEREMY:
		You're alive!

		BRANDON:
		You kick like a little girl.

		JEREMY:
		That's fair.  And you? (looking at Jill)

		JILL (looks down at the knife wound and shrugs):
		Eh.  Listen, can we just be friends?

		JEREMY:
		Sure, I guess.

They all go in to hug each other.  Everyone is happy as the screen fades out.

[APARTMENT, INT. DAY]

We see Jeremy blind-folded and spinning around with a knife in the final scene, and everyone is happy.  As the scene fades out, we hear Brandon scream.

[CREDITS]

As the credits roll, Brandon is on the side of the screen lip-syncing some hardcore rap song.

The credits end with the following message:
“The music in this film was stolen off the internet.  I don't own the CDs.  And I'm not going to buy them.  I have enough trouble with women already – I don't need to help that by having a Paula Cole CD laying around.

Please don't sue me.”

